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Abstract – Aiming at various, heterogeneous，dynamic 

characteristics of the synthesized evaluation data for dynamic 

vehicle safety status, the influence factors of vehicle safety 

status including driver, vehicle and environment were 

systematically analyzed and sorted. An evaluation system and 

evaluation model for dynamic vehicle safety status were built 

based on the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation theory. The 

safety status of vehicle moving along a curvature road was 

judged by the principle of maximum membership degree. This 

model provides a new method of evaluating dynamic vehicle 

safety status. Taking the example of the 533-540km segment of 

G104 line in Shan Dong province, the result indicates that the 

model can reflect the status of road safety effectively. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Curved road is a prone sections which often occur 

highway traffic accident. According to statistics, more than 

70% of China's fatal traffic accidents occurred in the curved 

road with bad sight distance and low technical index [1]. 

According to the Ministry of Public Security Traffic 

Management Bureau statistics, Fatal traffic accidents on 

curved roads accounted for more than half of the total 

number of large traffic accidents. Therefore, Study on the 

evaluation of road traffic safety degree is of great 

theoretical and practical significance to improve the traffic 

safety management and reduce the incidence of road traffic 

accidents [2]. 

Aiming at the method of vehicle safety status evaluation, 

a lot of research has been done by domestic and foreign 

scholars. Such as Guo Zizheng[3], he used the, FCM and BP 

neural network to establish the evaluation model of driving 

behavior risk; The safety status of the driver was evaluated 

by the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method by Eli 

Syltula[4]. The existing researches mainly focus on the 

evaluation of the driver's safety state, while the research on 

the comprehensive evaluation method for the dynamic state 

of the vehicle is not enough. In view of the incomplete 

information and ambiguity in the evaluation of vehicle 

safety status. The multi-level index system is used to 

evaluate the traffic safety degree of the curve road based on 

Cooperative vehicle Infrastructure, Establishing a fuzzy 

evaluation model of security state [5]. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

II. ANALYSIS OF INFLUENCING FACTORS ON 

VEHICLE SAFETY STATUS 
 

A. Factors Affecting Vehicle Safety Status 
American scholars TREAT’s research results show that: 

In the road traffic system, the influence of people, vehicle 

and road factors on the safety status of vehicles is 

interrelated. The related results are as follows: people, 

vehicles, roads, people-vehicles, people-roads, vehicles- 

roads, people-vehicles-roads accidents incentives are 57% , 

2%, 3%, 6%, 37%, 3% respectively [6].  

Ministry of Public Security Traffic Management Bureau 

in 2009 national road traffic accident statistics shows that: 

Among the influencing factors of vehicle safety status, the 

driver factor has the greatest impact on traffic safety, and 

the influence of vehicle factors is the second, and other 

factors have the least impact [7]. Driver factors can be 

divided into: driving fatigue, driver skills, driver age and 

driver gender. In terms of driving fatigue, the three stages 

are summarized according to the duration of the driving 

time: the comfort stage, the minor fatigue stage and the 

fatigue stage, and the different driving time has a great 

influence on the driving safety of the vehicle. Driver skills 

from the driver’s actual driving age are divided into: 1 year, 

1-3 years and 3 years. Drivers of different driving 

experiences show a different degree of awareness of safety 

when passing through road curves, and show that the driver 

of the driver's age is relatively unlikely. According to the 

driver's age can be divided into young drivers, middle-aged 

drivers and older drivers. Driver gender can be divided into: 

male and female. Gender differences in the possibility of 

accidents are also different when passing through a curve 

roads, and the general manifestation is that men are less 

likely to have an accident through curves than women [8]. 

Meanwhile the vehicle factors can be divided into: vehicle 

type, turning speed and vehicle performance. Vehicle type 

according to the height of the center of mass can be divided 

into: large cars, medium cars and small cars. Different types 

of vehicles in the curves show the safety is different. For 

example, the higher the height of the center of gravity, the 

greater the probability of an accident occurring through the 

curve. Turning speed is divided into: over-speeding and 

normal, when the speed exceeds the current road speed 

limitation as speeding. This situation is manifested as: the 

higher the vehicle speed, the more prone to accidents. 

Vehicle performance can be divided into: good and bad, the 

good performance is also safer when the vehicle pass the 

curve, poor performance will be more prone to accidents [9]. 

Other factors can be divided into weather conditions, road 
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conditions, super high and curve radius. Weather conditions 

can be divided into: sunny, cloudy, fog and rain and snow. 

When the weather is different, the adhesion coefficient is 

also different. High road adhesion safety is also high. Road 

conditions in accordance with the uniform standard can be 

divided into: first level, second level and third level roads. 

Super - high level in accordance with the high size can be 

divided into: small, medium and large. At the same time, 

when the super high is less than 3%, the super high is 

considered small, the super high at 3% -6%, the super high 

is considered middle, the super high is more than 6%, the 

super high is considered large. The curve radius is divided 

into four types according to the radius size of the curve: less 

than 80m, 80-200m, 200-400m, 400-700m. As the radius of 

the curve increases, the safety of the vehicle through the 

curves is higher [10]. According to the different vehicle 

status information collection method, the vehicle safety 

status factors are classified, as shown in table 1. 
 

Table 1. Classification of influencing factors of vehicle 

safety 
Influencing 

factors 

Factor classification Evaluation index 

 
Driver factor 

Driving fatigue 
Driver skills 

Driver age 

Driver gender 

Continuous driving 
Driver driving age 

Age size 

men and women 

 
Vehicle factors 

Vehicle type 
Turning speed 

Vehicle performance 

Centroid height 
Over-speed, normal 

Good and bad 

 
 

Other factors 

Weather condition 
Road condition 

Super high 

Curve radius 

Sunny, foggy, cloudy, rain 
and snow 

Road grade 

Super high grade 

Curve radius classification 

 

B. Influencing Factor Parameter Acquisition 
According to the analysis of vehicle safety status and  

classification results, This paper presents an acquisition 

scheme of vehicle safety state evaluation index parameter 

based on Cooperative Vehicle Infrastructure [11]. As shown 

in Figure 1: 

 

 

Fig. 1. Parameter acquisition scheme for evaluation index 

of vehicle curve 

 

The road information is stored to the roadside equipment 

in advance. Real-time weather information collected by 

sensors installed in the roadside equipment. Road and 

weather and other information through the radio frequency 

technology to send to r the vehicle equipment with the 

wireless receive. The driver and vehicle information are 

manually typed into the early warning system. When the 

warning system receives roadside equipment information, 

driver and vehicle information, the system determine 

whether to make early warning decision through a 

comprehensive analysis and calculation. 

 

III. COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION MODEL OF 

VEHICLE CURVE SAFETY STATE BASED ON 

FUZZY HIERARCHY METHOD 
 

A. Establishment of Comprehensive Evaluation Index 

System for Multilevel Curve Safety Degree 
Traffic safety system is a complex and large system that 

is related and constrains, mainly by people, vehicles, roads, 

the environment. After the multi-level analysis of the 

influencing factors of the road traffic safety degree [12], the 

vehicle safety state evaluation system was established 

according to Table 1,as shown in picture 2. The whole 

system is divided into three levels: target layer, criterion 

layer and sub-criterion layer, forming an orderly 

hierarchical structure [13]. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The system of multi level vehicle safety state 

evaluation 

 

B. Basic Principles of Fuzzy Comprehensive 

Evaluation 
(1) Determine the set of evaluation indicators, The factor 

set U is divided into three subsets evaluation factor sets 

by attributes, Ui = {Ui1，Ui2，…，Uij}, i = 1，

2，…，m；j=1,2，…，t.by its attribute {U1，U2，
U3}. The factor set is subdivided into m sub-evaluation 

factor sets by attributes, Ui = {Ui1，Ui2，…，Uij}, i 

= 1，2，…，m；j=1,2，…，t. 
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(2) Carry out the first grade evaluation: Making a 

comprehensive evaluation for each sub-evaluation 

factor set. 

①. Establishing a collection of reviews: V={v1, v2, 

v3, v4}={very safe, safe, dangerous, very 

dangerous} ,four grades. 

②. Weight index set: Some experts have given the 

relative scale of each index in the evaluation index 

system, and calculate the weight of the 

corresponding index. The final weight of the 

assessment indicators were determined by 

summing up the weight values of the experts, 

averaging, or obtain the judgment matrix 

according to the level analysis, and then get the 

relative weight. Ai=(ai1，ai2，…，aij). 

③. Fuzzy evaluation matrix: The Ui to comment set V 

as a fuzzy mapping, determining the fuzzy 

evaluation matrix Ri: 

In the above formula, the number of people who make the 

kth assessment Vk for item ij evaluation index of evaluation 

sub-factor set Ui. d is total number of experts to participate 

in the assessment. The expert evaluation form is shown in 

Table 2. 

{ }i ijkR r      (1) 

Table 2. Expert evaluation form 
Grade 

 

Sub-factors 

Very 

safe 

Safe Dangerous Very 

dangerous 

Driving tendency U11 √    

Driving skills U12  √   

Age U13    √ 

Gender U14   √  

 

④. According to FUZZY theory, using the synthesis of 

fuzzy matrix Ui, we obtain the comprehensive 

evaluation vector Bi. 

                              (2) 

(3) Conduct a two-level judgment: Each sub factor set Uiis 

considered as a factor, Using Bi as evaluation of single 

factor. Then we get a fuzzy mapping of the evaluation 

factor set U to the comment set V, U = {U1，U2，…，
Us}. 

Taking each Uias part of U，A is given according to their 

importance, A = (a1,a2,…as). Get two comprehensive 

evaluation: B = A。R = (b1,b2,…,bm), normalize the results 

of the judgments, According to the principle of maximum 

membership degree, we can get Bk = max(b1,b2,…,bm). And 

the FUZZY comprehensive evaluation is Vk. 

 

IV. EXAMPLE VALIDATION 
 

Select the national highway 104 line in Shandong 533 km 

to 540 km section for the test section. The 533-540 km 

section of State road 104 line was S-shaped and the 

curvature is relatively small c. there is a certain long 

downhill section, two-way four lane. This section is located 

in Tai'an to Jinan on the way. Terrain is complex and the 

average slope is about 5%. Accident vehicles are mostly 

over-speed minibuses and large trucks. When the rain and 

fog weather, poor visibility, it’s more likely to induce the 

occurrence of traffic accidents, meanwhile we select male 

youth driver with years of driving experience. A 

comprehensive evaluation of road safety status is carried 

out for the typical section. Its significance is obvious. 

According to the above-mentioned establishment of 

comprehensive evaluation model of vehicle curve driving 

safety state based on fuzzy hierarchy method, the traffic 

safety degree of curve section is measured and evaluated. 

The specific data are as follows: 

(1) Several experts determine that the weight of each 

indicator were: 

1

2

3

{0.54,0.29,0.17}

{0.28,0.47,0.17,0.08}

{0.35,0.48,0.17}

{0.35,0.16,0.30,0.19}

A

A

A

A









 

(2) Determine the comment set V = {Very safe, safe, 

dangerous, very dangerous}. 

(3) According to the above comment set to evaluate each 

index of U1-U3. The following fuzzy judgment matrix 

is obtained and the first level judgment is made. The 

fuzzy matrix is established by expert scoring method. 

Ask 40 experts to form a group of judges, through the 

method of counting the votes of the factor Ui single 

factor discrimination analysis. Calculate the 

membership by the formula (1). The evaluation results 

of experts for each evaluation index are shown in Table 

3. 

 

Table 3. The degree of membership of each influencing 

factor 
The number 

of people 

U11 U12 U13 U14 U21 U22 U23 U31 U32 U33 U34 

Very safe 2 12 10 10 4 2 6 3 6 6 4 

Safe 4 16 14 16 8 5 10 5 12 10 6 

Dangerous 12 6 10 9 12 13 10 12 12 14 12 

Very 

dangerous 

22 6 6 5 16 20 14 20 10 10 18 

We can get the single factor fuzzy evaluation matrix of 

index layer by formula (1),：  

1

0.05 0.1 0.3 0.55

0.3 0.4 0.15 0.15

0.25 0.35 0.25 0.15

0.25 0.4 0.225 0.125

R

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

2

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

0.05 0.125 0.325 0.5

0.15 0.25 0.25 0.35

R

 
 


 
    

3

0.075 0.125 0.3 0.5

0.15 0.3 0.3 0.25

0.15 0.25 0.35 0.25

0.1 0.15 0.3 0.45

R

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Each weights are calculated By formula (2)： 

i 1 2 3 4( , , ,b )i i i i i iB A R b b b 。
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(0.16 0.25 0.26 0.33)B A R 。 ， ， ，

1 1 1

2 2 2

3 3 3

(0.22,0.31,0.22,0.26)

(0.09,0.18,0.30,0.44)

(0.11,0.18,0.32,0.38)

B A R

B A R

B A R

 

 

 

。

。

。
 

The second grades of the above curve are evaluated and 

the conclusion is drawn. 

1

2

3

0.22 0.31 0.22 0.26

0.09 0.18 0.30 0.44

0.11 0.18 0.32 0.38

B

R B

B

   
   

 
   
     

 

 

According to the principle of maximum membership, we 

can see: 

4max(0.16 0.25 0.26 0.33) 0.33B V  ， ， ，
 

According to the evaluation results, we can get the 

maximum membership degree is V4. 

According to the principle of maximum membership 

degree, we can see that this section is evaluated as V4, very 

dangerous. In contrast to the actual situation, according to 

incomplete statistics, the road section occurred 298 traffic 

accidents throughout year, the death of 80 people. This 

section is included in the top ten high-risk sections by the 

Ministry of Public Security Traffic Management Bureau in 

2014. It belong to very dangerous sections，and the actual 

situation is  consistent with the model results, meanwhile 

this model can also be extended to the field of vehicle 

warning, That is, when the driver through an unknown 

section of the road, if the evaluation results are dangerous 

or very dangerous, then remind the driver to slow down. 

 

V. SUMMARY 
 

1. On the basis of the qualitative analysis, the 

comprehensive evaluation of vehicle road safety based on 

qualitative analysis is quantized and modeled for the 

combination of quantitative and qualitative, which is made 

to make the evaluation result more reliable. 

2. Using the AHP and fuzzy theory to carry on the 

comprehensive evaluation of the road traffic safety degree, 

the results show that this method is feasible in the road 

traffic safety evaluation model. At the same time, the 

method can be applied to the field of early warning. The 

evaluation model could be embedded in the vehicle 

monitoring and early warning system to realize the real-

time dynamic analysis and evaluation of the vehicle safety 

status. In the process of turning the curves, a new method is 

provided for the vehicle safety state evaluation. 

However, in the process of road traffic safety evaluation 

based on fuzzy analytic hierarchy process, the 

determination of fuzzy judgment matrix is based on the 

expert evaluation which has some subjectivity. In order to 

better reflect the objectivity and accuracy of road traffic 

safety evaluation, it is necessary to study the determination 

matrix in depth. 
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